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Foreword

It was difficult to have foreseen, even 20 years ago, that exercise science would have
evolved so rapidly to now embrace such aspects of biology as genetics, cell and
molecular biology. As the physiologist Joseph Barcroft noted back in the 1930s, ‘exercise
is not a mere variant of the condition of rest, it is the essence of the machine’ (Barcroft
1934). Exercise is fundamental to our understanding of the way the body works. As
we seek to understand the mechanisms underlying the responses to exercise, we
have embraced new technologies which have allowed us to take a more reductionist
approach, right down to the level of our genes, in the search for answers.
Our gene pool evolved when the physical demands of survival were much greater
than they are today. Frank Booth (2002) has recently proposed that our bodies are
likely to have been designed for significantly higher levels of physical activity than are
currently being undertaken by most of the general population. He argues that
characteristics such as a more hypertrophied left ventricle, as observed in many elite
athletes, are our more natural phenotype, whereas the characteristics of the ‘normal’
heart are a result of relative disuse. This genetic inheritance also haunts our inactive
21st century lifestyle, where the abundance of affordable, highly calorific food is
combined with ever greater means of avoiding physical activity. A product of this is
the emergence of an obesity epidemic and the dramatic increase in the incidence of
type II diabetes, even amongst the young.
The sequencing of the human genome has proved the impetus for accelerating
our understanding of the role of our genes in health and disease. Our search for
genes that may be key determinants of sporting ability has begun in earnest. Genetic
association studies linking single gene variations to performance traits have hinted,
but certainly not proven, the importance of certain genes in predicting athletic performance. Whether it be a polymorphism in the angiotensin converting enzyme (ACE)
gene pointing towards superior endurance performance, or a polymorphsm in the
actinin 3 gene pointing towards superior power and speed, the fact remains that it is
extremely unlikely that sports performance can be predicted only on the basis of
genotype.
All tissues, organs and cells are the result of the interaction of different proteins.
Whether structural, motor or hormonal, all proteins result from the same fundamental
processes: the transcription into mRNA of the genetic information encoded in our DNA
as adenonucleotide base pairs, and its subsequent translation into functioning proteins
by the building yards of the cells, the ribosomes. We need to know more about the
complex regulation of gene expression and how processes such as alternative splicing
of genes result in a greater number of proteins than predicted by the number of
genes alone.
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Whilst genetics is the study of heredity and variation, the use of molecular biological
techniques, such as microchip gene arrays and quantitative PCR (polymerase chain
reaction) technology, has allowed the identification and quantification of genes that are
regulated by exercise. This is on a timescale of minutes and hours, as opposed to the
weeks and months required for phenotypic changes to be measured. The relatively
new discipline of ‘proteomics’, that studies variations in protein rather than gene
expression, has arisen and is itself now being superseded by the study of protein –
protein interactions or ‘metabolomics’. One might say that we are beginning to come
full circle in recognizing that all these factors combine to result in the functioning of the
organism, namely, ‘physiology’! Or perhaps it should now be termed ‘physiomics’?
Indeed, the Nobel Laureate Sir James Black once said that the future lay in a
‘progressive triumph of physiology over molecular biology’ (Boyd 1993). Maybe this is
going too far. The combination of the two provides a powerful set of tools for helping
us understand some of the fundamental ways in which the cells, tissues, organs and
systems of our bodies work and are regulated.
Molecular exercise physiology has arrived and is here to stay. What Neil Spurway
and Henning Wackerhage have so eloquently achieved in this book is an evaluation of
the molecular and cellular processes that have a direct relevance for sport and exercise
science. This book is an invaluable reference for both scientists and students with an
interest in exercise science, and provides an opportunity to probe more deeply into the
fundamental underlying processes of exercise physiology.
Stephen D. R. Harridge PhD
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Preface to students

What have we here?
This book breaks new ground. Whether it does so well or badly will be for you to judge.
At the end of one chapter we cite Perusse and Bouchard, who wrote as long ago as
1994:
The greatest challenge at this time is to improve understanding of the potential of genetic and
molecular medicine among the physical activity scientists, to train a new generation of these
scientists to undertake these genetic studies, and to establish several competing centres of
excellence where such investigations would be carried out routinely. Too few physical activity
scientists and laboratories are involved in genetic and molecular biology research . . .
Corrective measures and coordinated efforts are needed to explore the current revolution in the
biological sciences, particularly in DNA technology and the study of the human genome.
We would have written ‘genetics and molecular biology’ instead of ‘genetic and
molecular medicine’ in the first sentence, but in every other respect we agree entirely.
In our eyes no textbook, in the more-than-decade since that was written, has
responded adequately to its challenge. The one commendable approach to a response
we have seen is itself very recent: it is Mooren & Völker’s Molecular and Cellular
Exercise Physiology (2005). Yet even these authors devote only one of their 19 chapters
to genes, gene expression and the modification of that expression in exercise, and one
other to the adaptive responses of skeletal muscle fibres. To us, by contrast, these are
the core components of molecular exercise physiology – not to mention being more
than sufficient for one course module! So they are the essential themes of this book,
and the topics of its four major chapters, numbered 3–6.
In Chapter 3 we ask how people’s muscles differ, tackling the question in a
comparative–zoological perspective without which only a narrow-minded answer can
be given; it also devotes considerable space to techniques of investigation, particularly
those involving histochemistry and immuno-histochemistry. Chapter 4 is an even
more emphatically ‘methods and background’ chapter, but this time it is preparing the
ground for the final two. It considers DNA, genes, their transcription and translation
into proteins, and the regulation of all these by signal transduction pathways. It puts
these processes into an exercise context whenever possible, but does so in general
terms. Chapter 5 looks in specific detail at endurance training. Here, we explore how
this form of exercise activates signal transduction pathways which regulate the
formation of motor proteins, the production of mitochondria and new blood vessels,
and the growth of the heart. Chapter 6 does the same for resistance training: we
consider the effect of exercise and nutrition on protein synthesis followed by an
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overview of the signal transduction that regulates these responses. The common aim
of Chapters 5 and 6 is to try to explain the adaptation to training. A particular theme
of ours is that many coaches and sports scientists use the ‘supercompensation’ model
(Viru 2002) in trying to explain how training works. That model does describe
glycogen recovery after exercise, but it fails to describe or explain most of the other
adaptations we have mentioned.
All these chapters, particularly but not only Nos 3 and 4, place weight on methods
of investigation, and the Appendix provides detailed lab protocols for several of them.
Before these major chapters, however, No. 2 asks how studies of people – particularly
twins and family groups – have been designed to get some handle on the relative
influences of nature and nurture on physical performance and muscle characteristics.
Chapter 2 is shorter than any of 3–6, but it is intended for study at the same level, and
its references, like theirs, are predominantly to the research literature. Only Chapter 1
is different in this respect: it is a short sketch of the histories of life and of the human
species, written at the ‘popular science’ level. We believe it is not sensible to go into
detail about genes and gene expression without some perspective on how these genes,
and the biochemistry they bring into being, came about. However, we do not expect
many students of exercise or sport science to embark upon research into these matters;
hence the different kind of treatment.

Background requirements
The more you know before starting any course, the easier you will find it. But authors
of textbooks, even for senior students, have to try and make only realistic assumptions
about the backgrounds of their readers. In this book we of course assume that you
have good general knowledge of training methods, and the specificity of most of
them. We also assume a solid grasp of muscle physiology, to the level of the
interactions of myosin and actin in force generation, biochemical pathways for the
supply of ATP, and the performance of whole muscle in both static and dynamic
exercise of varying intensities and durations. More general aspects of exercise
physiology and biochemistry are also assumed. Every one of these topics should be
known to the level of the penultimate university year – ‘know’ not necessarily
meaning that you can instantly from memory put on paper, say, the complete tricarboxylic acid cycle, but that you remember what it is, in broad terms what it does,
and where you can remind yourself of more details if you need them. The equivalent
should be true of at least 90% of the complete background we have mentioned, and if
it is true of 99% you will be considerably better placed throughout Chapters 3–6.
For understanding Chapter 2, some knowledge of statistics will also be necessary,
though not more than is covered in the sort of course included as part of every welldesigned sport or exercise science degree curriculum. If you are rusty on this, have the
notes to hand as you study our chapter. The more you remember of basic genetics too,
the easier you will find much of the book, but particularly again Chapter 2. However,
we have tried to limit the knowledge assumed to that covered in school-level human
biology; to have done more genetics than this will enable you to move with greater
facility through quite a lot of our text, but it is not essential. Finally, there is molecular
genetics – the interface of biochemistry with basic genetics. We do not assume any of
this: everything necessary is explained within this text. Yet obviously, if you do know
some of it already, you will find life easier.
That completes the routine duties of a Preface. The two short sections which follow
touch on more philosophical questions about which you are not in the least obliged to
be concerned, but we include them in case you are.
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‘Role’ and ‘function’
These words appear from time to time in most chapters of the book. A few scientists
avoid them, feeling that they imply design or purpose in living systems, so that by
using them one is tacitly asserting that these systems are subservient to some divine
plan. This is not our intention! By the ‘role’ or ‘function’ of a structure or process we simply
mean its contribution to the life of the organism.
Longer phrases, which embody all the meaning we attach to ‘role’ and ‘function’,
are ones like ‘contribution to survival value’ or, as two words for one, ‘adaptive
advantage’. The single everyday words we have used are simply neater. Whatever the
form of words, however, this search for role, function or survival-value is basic to the
physiologist’s enterprise (Spurway 2005). It does not have theological connotations!

Evolution
The second potential misunderstanding goes in exactly the opposite direction. It is
that some potential readers, especially in the USA, may conclude from our acceptance
of evolution that we are putting forward atheistic propaganda. In fact it is no more our
purpose to do that than to make tacit theistic claims.
Our approach does absolutely assume the broadly Darwinian account of how
human beings have come to exist. We believe it impossible to discuss anything to do
with genetics in any other terms. The many millions of living species were not
separately created but evolved, by natural selection acting upon mutations and other
forms of variation, from a common origin at an almost unimaginably distant time.
One purpose of Chapter 1 is to illustrate how mechanisms which are alike in widely
different species owe their similarity to these species having shared origins. In later
chapters the fact that the underlying mechanisms are this much alike will continually
be found essential to both the process of research and the understanding of its
findings.
Thus it is true that we cannot accept as literal fact the accounts of creation given in
the scriptures of any of the world’s great religions. Nor is it our purpose here to
indicate whether we ourselves find them true symbolically and poetically. Science is
concerned with mechanisms in the physical world – with ‘how’ questions – and in this
book we are writing science. Questions of meaning, of purpose in the ultimate sense
– ‘why’ questions – are not our business here. We must stress, however, that in
requiring our readers to accept an evolutionary standpoint we are not requiring them
to adopt an atheistic one. Of course, there are those who have argued trenchantly that
this is the implication of the evolutionary account: Monod (1972), Dawkins (1986) and
Dennett (1995) have done so with particular verve. Many others, however, see things
completely the other way: Miller (1999), Haught (2000), Ruse (2001), Drees (2002) and
Peters (2002) are among recent authors who have written especially well to this effect.
The essential difference between the two groups is whether a process which, at the level
accessible to scientific analysis, must be described as chance – the chance variations upon
which natural selection cannot fail to act – is thereby demonstrated as purposeless at
a more fundamental level. We make no such assertion!
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LEARNING OBJECTIVES:
After studying this chapter, you should be able to . . .
1. Give a general account of the development of life on earth from pre-biotic
molecules to human beings.
2. Indicate the stages at which it seems likely that the biochemical pathways, and then
the anatomical/physiological systems, utilized in present-day athletic performance
became established.
3. Discuss the implications of our species’ genetic background both for our sporting
capabilities and for healthy living in the modern world.
‘What is abundantly clear is that all life – from bacterium to elephant – shares common
characteristics at the level of molecules. There is a common thread that runs through
the whole of biological existence. Individual genes on the ribosomal RNA are common to
all life, and these are complex structures. It is hugely improbable that such genetic
similarities arose by chance. These molecules run through life in the same way as the
musical theme runs through Brahms’s Fourth Symphony. There is a set of variations
which superficially sound very different but which are underpinned by a deeper similarity
that binds the whole. The beauty of the structure depends upon the individuality of the
passing music, and also upon the coherence of the construction. That vital spark from
inanimate matter to animate life happened once and only once, and all living existence
depends on that moment. We are one tribe with bacteria that live in hot springs, parasitic
barnacles, vampire bats and cauliflowers. We all share a common ancestor.’
Fortey (1997) p 39–40
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THE BEGINNINGS
Earth was formed about 4550 million years (Myr) ago. By 3800 Myr life had almost
certainly begun. Fortey’s picture, quoted above, that there was only one start to
animate life, is not the only one held by researchers: others suspect that there were
many starts, triggered by the energy of intense unfiltered sunlight, but only one of
them survived to evolve into the modern biosphere. However, all agree that RNA, and
even more so DNA, which have been the backbones of more advanced evolution,
cannot have been formed at the beginning – they are too complex, and the biochemistry required to make them is too advanced. Yet inheritable pattern there had to
be, and one idea is that the original pattern (‘template’ may be a better word) was not
carried by biological molecules at all, but on inert minerals such as clays (Cairns-Smith
1990). Some time after this, RNA would have formed and led to the synthesis of
polypeptides and simple proteins. But once DNA-based inheritance arrived, in the
footsteps of the RNA, its stability yet ease of replication made it totally dominant.
Every serious scientific investigator agrees about this, and about Fortey’s key point,
that the other main components of biochemical machinery are common to all forms of
life now existing. But the fact that the same genetic code – the same triplets of just four
among the many possible bases leading, via RNA as intermediary, to the same 20 of
the 64 possible amino acids – the fact that this same code is found in every living form
from algae to elephants does lend credence to the suggestion that all modern life
derived from just one primordial cell. If so, it was an Adam (or Eve) indeed!
(Incidentally, it has recently been realized that utilization of less than 1/3 of
possible amino acids, each encoded by a number of different DNA triplets, has
probably protected life from potentially catastrophic errors (Freeland & Hurst 2004).)
Life, as we would recognize it, was initially prokaryotic – consisting of simple cells,
with neither nuclei nor organelles. Very probably the earliest of these were heat-loving
(‘hyperthermophilic’) bacteria, living in hot springs or underwater outlets of hot
materials from beneath the earth’s hard crust. The atmosphere was, in chemical terms,
an entirely reducing one, and all metabolism anaerobic. So when the muscles of a 21st
Cy 800 m runner resort to anaerobic ATP production for the drive to the finish, they
are utilizing the most primitive energy supply available to life on earth. The fact that
there was little or no oxygen in the atmosphere at that early time is demonstrated by
the observation that iron-containing minerals in the oldest rocks do not have the
oxidized, red-brown colour of later ones. Oxygen, indeed, would have been toxic to
the initial life forms, as it is to many of the anaerobic bacteria existing in air-free
ecological niches to this day. It would also have given rise to high-altitude ozone, and
so filtered out a large percentage of the ultraviolet light which had powered pre-biotic
synthesis of organic molecules – a process which would cease to be necessary once
biological systems existed to do the same job.
Reference to ATP also invites comment. Phosphates are found in the very earliest
rocks, contemporary with the postulated start of life; and among the molecules
formed when simulations of the early earth’s surface chemistry are irradiated with
ultraviolet light, or sparked with artificial lightning, are those of the so-called ‘highenergy’ phosphates, specifically including ATP. Though this is not the place to go
into detail on the point, it should be remembered that what is being described by the
term ‘high energy’ is not the energy of the bond as such but the energy released when
it is hydrolysed – and that this is only high in living cells because the products of
the hydrolysis are present at very low concentrations. A good account is given in
Chapter 3 of Nicholls & Ferguson (1992). Since phosphates were available and have
such appropriate properties it is considered that they must have been utilized, from
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very early days, in much the way they are still. Nor should it be forgotten that both
RNA and DNA contain considerable amounts of phosphate. DNA, at least, probably
came after aerobic metabolism, but once both were fully operating, production of ATP
may well have been limited by the available phosphate supply.
Only a little later than the heat-loving and other ‘archaebacteria’, green and
blue-green bacteria began to form (Fig. 1.1). At first they did so in the sea, but after a
while these second-generation bacteria began to invade the surface of the earth, living
in mats and then in multi-layered colonies (‘stromatolites’). Much the same kinds
of colony occur in some parts of the world to this day. The green and blue-green
bacteria performed two versions of a process which also still goes on, and the later
of the two versions was to have a particularly profound consequence. The process
is photosynthesis, the vital mechanism whereby the energy of photons is captured
by pigments and utilized to drive metabolism. In the simpler form of modern
photosynthesis, ‘cyclic photosynthesis’, the result is ATP. This would have been
immensely useful to primitive bacteria, and it is considered certain that it did take
place, although its mechanism was not necessarily identical to the modern one in all
details. However, cyclic photosynthesis would leave no incontrovertible trace. In this
it contrasts markedly with non-cyclic photosynthesis – which is what people almost
always mean when they just speak of ‘photosynthesis’, without a modifying adjective.
This is the mechanism by which CO2 is captured and combined with water to form
carbohydrate molecules and release oxygen into the atmosphere. (A lucid and colourfully
illustrated textbook account of photosynthesis is given by Starr & Taggart, 2003 – who
also provide an excellent outline of the origin and evolution of life.)
Even if non-cyclic photosynthesis started with a rather simpler light-capturing
pigment than chlorophyll, any molecule capable of transferring energy from a
captured photon to drive organic syntheses had to be sophisticated, and therefore
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Figure 1.1 An evolutionary ‘tree of life’, roughly sketching time-relations of the divergences
of some of its main branches. Atmospheric conditions indicated in words above the diagram,
biochemical developments beneath it.
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complex to manufacture. Some investigators do not believe it began until ~2500 Myr
ago – almost half way from the planet’s formation to the present day. Starr & Taggart
accept this figure. Others note that the very first fossils, microscopic spheres and
threads, looking very like modern blue-green bacteria, have been identified in rocks at
very least 3000 Myr old, and conclude that the process of releasing oxygen must have
begun by then. Whenever it did begin, it did not have a free hand in raising the oxygen
content of the atmosphere because many minerals, including but not only those
containing iron, would have absorbed this highly reactive element almost as fast as it
could be made – initially, indeed, just as fast. Ultimately, however, it was produced
faster than it was sequestered: iron-containing rocks became red by ~2000 Myr ago.
Oxygen had come into its own, and was changing the world (Fortey 1997). From the
standpoint of biochemistry the biggest change resulting would have been the
development of aerobic metabolism, with its order of magnitude greater energy yield
from carbon-based fuel molecules. Even though the oxygen content of the atmosphere
was at this stage still very low – a few percent of present atmospheric level – this
would have sufficed for oxidative phosphorylation to begin in single-celled organisms.
But the limited range of diffusion ensured that the single cells could not become large,
and substantially more oxygen would be necessary to support sizeable multi-cellular
life forms.

EUKARYOTES
Thus, although our story has now covered more than half the age of the earth, life is
still morphologically very simple. All organisms are prokaryotic and unicellular, even
though they may live together in strings and mats. Reproduction is rapid, as it still is
for modern bacteria, but each cell division simply consists in producing two cells
identical to the one from which they came – cloning. Only when there is a mutation in
the primitive DNA can change occur. Two developments are necessary to speed things
up: eukaryotic cells, and sex.
The eukaryotic cell has its main DNA held within one membrane-bound structure,
the nucleus, and key aspects of its metabolism located in cytoplasmic organelles such
as mitochondria and chloroplasts, which are also membrane-bound.
The favoured view of how the organelles were formed is that of Margulis (1970).
She proposed that aerobic bacteria were taken up into the cytoplasm of anaerobic ones
and some, instead of being digested, survived – indeed flourished in their protected,
nutrient-rich new environment – and thereafter supplied their hosts with ATP. They
would thus have become the first mitochondria. Even now, mitochondria retain some
of their own DNA, their inner membranes are similar to the plasma membranes
of bacteria, and they divide by fission, independently of the cells in which they lie
(Ch. 5). By a similar mechanism, primitive aerobic bacteria could have taken up
oxygen-evolving photosynthetic bacteria, which became the first chloroplasts. Such
non-destructive uptake of one cell by another, leading to mutually beneficial
partnership, is termed endosymbiosis. There is less confidence about the development
of the nucleus, but it seems likely that infoldings of the plasma membrane (which
readily occur in many modern prokaryotes) segregated their DNA from the rest of the
cytoplasm in ways which proved beneficial to its different function. This group of
processes, resulting in the emergence of eukaryotes, is generally considered to have
taken place ~1400 Myr ago.
As for sex, this is only meaningful in the context of eukaryotes, but there is
evidence that it first expressed itself quite early (in geological terms) after their
appearance. A large deposit of a fossil seaweed dating from 1200 Myr was found as
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recently as 1999, in rocks in Arctic Canada. This seaweed is almost indistinguishable
from a modern red alga, and both large and more numerous small spores – primitive
female and male gametes – can be clearly identified in the fossil deposit. The
evolutionary significance of sexual reproduction is that the genes of two different cells
are mixed in their progeny, so that a new source of variation, in addition to mutation
itself, was introduced to the biosphere. The consequence would be more rapid
diversification than before.
If we think again of the 800 m runner, we can say that by the time which our
history has reached – with the earth about 3/4 its present age – not only the pattern of
her initial and late-burst anaerobic metabolism, but that of the aerobic metabolism
which contributes more economically to the middle part of the race, has now been
established. Almost certainly, so has the role of calcium in regulating many biochemical processes, for calmodulin molecules only a little different from each other –
in biochemical language, having structures which are ‘highly conserved’ – are found
throughout the modern plant and animal kingdoms, which immediately indicates that
they must have come into operation early in the development of life. Evidence from
its amino-acid composition in fact places its origin no later than the earliest eukaryotes
(Baba et al 1984). More recent methods pursue such questions at the level of the DNA
specifying the molecule’s structure. Figure 1.2, showing the degree of match between
calmodulin genes over the range of vertebrate animals, is an example of how this kind
of study is represented; the underlying techniques are considered in Chapter 4.
We have seen that this biochemical armoury had developed in cells whose basic
structure (nucleated, with organelles) was like that of our modern runner’s own cells,
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Figure 1.2 Simplified ‘ECR’ (evolutionarily conserved regions) plot showing the similarity
between CALM1, the main gene determining the form of human calcium-sensing protein,
calmodulin, and those of the genes determining the expression of homologous proteins in rat,
chicken, frog and fugu (a bony fish). The six parts of the human DNA which will be transcribed
into protein (‘exons’) are shown in red on the gene (upper line) and numbered. The plots in the
rows below show the percent homologies higher than 50% between human and other
sequences. The larger the percentage, the higher the conservation between humans and the
species in that row. The figure shows that exons 3, 4 and 5, which are between them responsible
for the great majority of the protein’s structure, are strikingly similar (evolutionarily highly
conserved) between all species represented. From Ovcharenko et al (2004), with permission.
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and that they had arrived at the fundamental means by which she could inherit traits
from both her parents equally. Nevertheless, 1000–1200 Myr ago, life was still some
way from the development of complex multicellular organisms, with different organs
contributing their contrasting functions to the life of the whole. By 800 Myr, it seems
that this development had begun. Among the more striking indications is that the
number of stromatolites began to decline dramatically: they were a concentrated foodsource for tiny, soft-bodied, but multicellular animals. Also, at much this time –
certainly well established by 700 Myr – tracks and burrows were left in sediments on
the floors of shallow seas. These imply muscle: we could call this the last key
requirement, at the cellular level, for our runner to have the potential of emerging
from the subsequent processes of evolution. Modern invertebrates even have different
types of voluntary muscle fibre, akin to those of vertebrates treated in detail in
Chapter 3, so it is quite possible that their pre-Cambrian precursors did too; but this
can only be speculation, because the tissues concerned were too soft to affect the fossil
record and there seem to be no grounds for more confident deduction.

THE CAMBRIAN PERIOD AND AFTER
Although they prompted reflections on our own condition, the invertebrate animals
we have just considered were themselves still small. More oxygen was needed for
bigger ones to develop, and one suggestion is that it was the break-up of a continent
which was the final trigger. Having many small land-blocks provides far more
beaches than one great mass, and the sand of these beaches would bury organic
remains which would otherwise have used up oxygen in their final decay. Whatever
the reason, or combination of reasons, for the increased amount of oxygen, a huge
change occurred about 545 Myr ago – the ‘Cambrian explosion’. In this period, which
was a short space of time in geological terms, marine animals enlarged and diversified
at a rate previously unimaginable, and many of the fossil forms from that time are
complex and beautiful – trilobites are well-known examples of the early Cambrian
developments. Vertebrates as well as invertebrates also appeared, and there are clear
indications of predation from before 500 Myr ago, so some of the animals were already
carnivorous.
During the next 450 million years the earth’s continents underwent massive
movements. They moved horizontally, to the South Pole and back to straddle the
Equator, producing massive swings of temperature. And they moved vertically,
dipping under the sea at one stage, rising into great mountain ranges at another. The
consequent changes in habitat promoted ever faster evolutionary adaptations. Variety
flourished at many periods, but alternated with great extinctions. Around 400 Myr
ago, in the Devonian period, a line of backboned fishes, with simple lungs and lobed
fins which could evolve into legs, invaded the land, feeding on the plants which had
preceded them by perhaps 40 Myr. These lobe-finned fishes adapted to produce first
amphibians, then reptiles – the latter step deriving from the development of eggs
which could survive terrestrially rather than having to exist in water. From the reptiles
both mammals and finally birds evolved, and co-existed with the reptiles for considerable time. As was pointed out in a beautiful book, written 50 years ago yet still
well worth reading (Berrill 1955), the fact that ‘we are fish out of water’ is the reason
why ‘we are so wet inside that we splash if we fall from a tall building onto a
sidewalk’, and need many litres of water a day if we are to survive in a desert. It is
also the reason why our extracellular body fluids still have an electrolyte composition similar to that of the sea – not the modern sea, which is much saltier, but that of
400 Myr or more ago, to which Devonian fish were equilibrated. (This fact was
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reflected upon almost a Cy ago in one of the great literary works of physiology –
Henderson 1913 p 187–190.) But Berrill continues, ‘More than this, of course, we suffer
from the lack of support of water’. Until birth, ‘a baby is supported comfortably by the
liquid within the membranes and only the mother feels the weight of her burden. But
once birth has occurred, and the buoyant water has been replaced by insubstantial air,
the infant is held down, as though by a giant magnet, wherever it is put’. We may add
that many of the problems modern humans have, with posture and with joints, stem
from their subsequent lifelong contest against gravity.
Gravity and inertia (which impedes acceleration, braking and turning) present a
further challenge, well worth considering in a book whose main theme is to be muscle.
It concerns the limit to the ability of animals to supply their muscles with oxygen.
There are constraints for both water-breathers (using gills) and air-breathers (using
lungs), but they are different, and humans are air-breathers. It might be imagined that,
once animals became air-breathing, there need be virtually no limit to their capacity to
supply their muscles with oxygen via their pulmonary and cardiovascular systems:
after all, the amount of oxygen which can be taken in that way in given time is so
much greater than can be similarly absorbed from water, that an aerobic system which
had worked in the marine environment must surely find the gaseous one rich beyond
its dreams? But there are constraints – a balance of pros and cons. The more of an
animal’s body that is given over to breathing and blood-pumping, i.e. the larger its
thoracic cage, the more the oxygen which can be got to the muscles when they are
working flat out. But the more also is the burden of bones, respiratory and cardiac
muscles, and lung tissues, which the animal must carry around all the rest of the time:
they would not only impose high costs in terms of energy expenditure, but reduce
mobility in starts, stops and turns, and hence in the ability to capture food. Because
‘the rest of the time’ is massively predominant – like, say, 99.9% of the total – no
animal now known has evolved so massive a thoracic system that all its muscle fibres
can be wholly aerobic. Instead, all have a mixture of aerobic and anaerobic muscle
fibres – to a first approximation, of red type 1 and white type 2 (Ch. 3) – but use
the aerobic ones whenever they can and recruit their anaerobic partners only for
the highest-intensity work. We can observe that this is the situation of all current
animals. However, logic indicates that it must have prevailed throughout the life of
all mobile creatures on this earth. After all, the early atmospheres had less oxygen
than now.
Up to this point, our account of animal development has been based almost entirely
on the evidence from fossils – preserved relatively hard tissues, or occasionally the
tracks left by a creature’s movement. Conclusions about soft tissues, notably muscle,
have only been deduced indirectly from that fossil record. Recently, however, it has
become possible to draw some conclusions about soft-tissue evolution by direct
studies of those tissues, and their embryological development, in modern species with
contrasting evolutionary histories. An impressive example is that of Neyt et al (2000)
who applied sophisticated immunohistochemical techniques (such as described in
Chs 3 and 4 of this book) to compare muscle development in a teleost (bony fish)
and an elasmobranch (cartilaginous fish). In the teleost, fin muscles develop from the
same embryological site as do the limb muscles of all legged animals, but in the
elasmobranch the site of fin-muscle origin is different. Now the bony fish diverged
from the cartilaginous ones before the lobe-finned sub-group of the bony ones, the
‘sarcopterygians’, themselves separated from the others and subsequently invaded
the land. Neyt et al are therefore able to conclude that the genetic mechanism
controlling the formation of limb muscles evolved before the lobe-finned fishes.
Clearly, this point is more detailed than our main account in this chapter, but we cite
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it to illustrate how modern methods are beginning to provide solid evidence about
stages in the evolution of muscle which occurred a very long time ago.
Returning now to the fossil record and the chronological account based upon it, we
saw previously that the lobe-finned fish gave rise first to amphibians and then to
reptiles. This took place during the period of about 180 Myr after the lobe-fins first
appeared on land and breathed air. By Triassic times, ~220 Myr ago, some of the
reptiles had become dinosaurs. Initially these were quite small and lived alongside
large, mammal-like, plant-eating reptiles. It was in the Jurassic, starting a little before
200 Myr ago, that the dinosaurs became huge and dominant – as Stephen Spielberg’s
films have made us all aware!
More important to the human story, however, are the little mammals, inhabiting the
rich undergrowth at the dinosaurs’ feet from about 190 Myr ago. Warm-blooded and
temperature controlled, although not originally placental, these insignificant-looking
creatures were to survive the cataclysmic meteor impact of 65 Myr ago, which is
considered to have been what caused the sudden, almost total extinction of the
dinosaurs. Preserved skulls indicate that the ground-dwelling mammals relied more
on smell than sight. However, when the dinosaurs had gone, the mammals could
safely come out into the open, and some of them climbed trees. The fossil record of
50 Myr ago includes a small, tree-dwelling creature, an early lemur. Its foramen
magnum, the hole at the base of the skull where the spinal cord enters, is near the back,
showing that this animal still hung its head forward and slightly downward from the
body – not at all like a modern primate. Yet its eye-sockets are large, implying that
there had by that time been selection against the sense of smell to favour that of vision.
Furthermore, compared to earlier plant and insect-eaters, its eyes had begun to move
from the side to the front of the head, giving it a degree of stereoscopic vision; and
stereoscopy is immensely useful in judging distances, such as from branch to branch
– invaluable for the survival of a tree-dweller. Also its thumb could, to an extent,
be opposed to the hand, improving dexterity over the simple, five-digits-in-oneplane anatomy of earlier non-hoofed mammals. The distance from ourselves is still
very great, but further crucial evolutionary steps had been taken. The primate line
had begun.

PRIMATES
About 20 million years after the early lemurs appeared, the line that was to lead to
modern monkeys broke away from that leading to apes and humans – and this latter
line came down from the trees to spend some of its time on the ground. About 20 Myr
ago anthropoid apes lived in Europe, Asia and Africa. One of these, Proconsul, was so
named by Louis Leakey in 1931 to suggest that he was a precursor of a chimpanzee
then famous in the London zoo, nicknamed Consul. Proconsul’s brain is markedly
larger than that of any predecessors, and his eyes look straight forward, in fully
stereoscopic vision. Proconsul is now considered to be the first unequivocal ape in the
fossil record.
Until the last few years it was almost universally assumed that the whole of
subsequent evolution towards Homo sapiens took place in Africa. Darwin had thought
this, and few dared challenge Darwin! But there is a blank of about 10 million years
in the African fossil record, in which upholders of that theory have to contend that
the flukes either of preservation or of finding have so far infuriatingly hidden a
particularly intriguing part of the story of specifically human evolution. Recent
thinking is, instead, that the early apes migrated out of Africa around 17 Myr ago,
diversifying and flourishing in various lushly forested parts of Europe and Asia for
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the several million years in which the African record is blank, before being driven back
towards the Equator by climate change (Begun 2003). During this period away from
Africa the great apes appeared. While still mainly tree-living they almost certainly
took to hanging below branches and swinging from one to another, rather than
walking on all fours along the upper surfaces as monkeys do and Proconsul, although
already tail-less, had still done. This changed posture required more flexible joint
structures in both fore and hind limbs, while the forelimbs also became longer. (They
would shorten again in the human line once the trees had been fully left behind.) Back
in Africa, 6–8 Myr ago, there appeared the last common ancestor of humans and what
are now agreed to be our closest relatives, differing from us in only about 1.6% of
our DNA, namely chimpanzees – hence Jared Diamond’s splendid and challenging
book, describing the human being as ‘The Third Chimpanzee’ (Diamond 1992). This
common ancestor was, in Begun’s words, ‘a knuckle-walking, fruit-eating, forestliving chimp-like primate that used tools, hunted animals, and lived in highly
complex and dynamic social groups, as do living chimps and humans’. But this was
an increasingly dry world, extensive tracts of which had few trees. So an ecological
niche had developed for non-forest dwellers. The consequence was that ‘one ape – the
one from which humans descended – eventually invaded open territory by
committing to life on the ground’.

The Appearance of Hominids
Thus it is now almost universally agreed that, despite the 10-Myr gap after Proconsul,
recognizably human creatures, hominids, first appeared back in Africa. Most probably
it was in the sweep of land stretching from south-western Ethiopia, through and to the
east of the Great Rift Valley, and thence south to the northern part of South Africa. The
predominant terrain here is savannah – extensive dry grassland, broken by occasional
small clumps of trees. On it there now roam great herds of herbivores such as zebra
and many different antelopes, plus small numbers of lions and lesser carnivores
whose prey the grass-eaters are. (A moment’s thought will explain why there must
always be far fewer predators than prey!) The situation was already much like this 2–3
Myr ago. Our ancestors of those days would have felt entirely familiar with modern
antelopes and lions, but they would not have recognized us as one of themselves. If
we compare the skeletons, particularly the skulls, of the earliest hominids with our
own, the differences are still immense. Evolution has been fast for us yet slow for the
quadrupeds with whom we shared those lands. Why?
Almost certainly the explanation is that, when the African climate turned dry, the
lions and zebras, the cheetahs and gazelles, were already beautifully adapted for it
and under no pressure to change, so they did not. As Bronowski (1973) put it, the
savannah became for them ‘a trap in time as well as space; they stayed where they
were, and much as they were’. By contrast, the early hominids were only marginally
adapted to savannah life. They survived, but they needed to change considerably if
they were to flourish. The first big change is signalled by preserved footprints as well
as the bones of feet. Those from 2 Myr ago are very like our own, although little of the
rest of the body is. They indicate that by then our ancestors had begun to walk
upright. Knuckle-running was no longer their mode of progression.
Another indication of upright posture is at the other end of the skeleton in the
foramen magnum. In the forebears of human kind, the various hominids, this is well
forward of the back of the skull, showing unequivocally that the head was held
upright, with the spinal cord extending almost straight downwards from it. The first
skull found to possess this feature was of a child from somewhat more than 2 Myr,
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found in South Africa by the anatomist Raymond Dart in 1924. Dart was Australian,
and it was perhaps partly in fun that he named the species Australopithecus, literally
meaning ‘Southern Ape’; but, as we have already said, it is now clear if it wasn’t then
that Australopithecus was not an ape but a hominid. Another indication of this was in
its teeth. These were not the large, fighting teeth of apes with their attacking canines,
but smaller and squarer. Obviously Australopithecus did not forage with its mouth but
with its hands, left free by the upright gait. Yet the teeth also suggested that it was
eating meat – raw, for it did not yet have fire – in the pursuit and cutting of which the
hand-user had no alternative but to make extensive use of weapons and stone tools.
The story begun by Dart’s discovery moved cautiously at first, but accelerated in
the 1950s and 1960s, particularly due to the finds of Richard Leakey (Louis’s son) in
Olduvai Gorge, Tanzania, and then in the basin of Lake Rudolph, towards the
northern end of the Rift Valley. Bronowski saw it as one of the great stories of modern
science, comparable in its excitement and significance – and in its controversies! – to
those of physics up to about 1940 and biology from the start of the 1950s. What is
more, had he but known it, the rate of progress, both from new fossil finds and by the
early application of methods from molecular biology, would increase yet further in the
decades after he wrote.
One of the developments has been to identify the creatures of 4.5–5 Myr ago as
Australopithecines too. Smaller-brained and skeletally more ape-like than Dart’s
discovery, these are termed Australopithecus aferensis, while their slightly smallerbodied but larger-brained successors, found by Dart, have had their name refined to
Australopithecus africanus. A variant now dated later than africanus (Cordain et al 1998)
was Australopithecus robustus. The tooth-shape and heavy jaws of robustus suggest that
it had adapted to eat large quantities of poor-quality plant food, in the drying
savannah; this is now considered to have been a retrogressive adaptation, which did
not develop further. The future would lie instead with the form of Australopithecine
which could refine the tool-use necessary for an unarmed creature to kill prey and so
return, after many millions of years, to meat-eating.
The advantages of so doing, to africanus and its successors, were both nutritional
and social . . . and, consequent upon the social, intellectual as well. Nutritionally, the
value of a kilogram of meat, with its high protein content, was many times greater
than that of a kilogram of even the richest plant food and – as the heavy jaws of
A. robustus indicated – most of the plant food on the savannah was far from rich.
Socially, the collaboration which a weak and rather slow creature required, if it was
successfully to hunt animals, many of which were far stronger and all of which were
faster, was an immense and invaluable challenge. This challenge gave selective
advantage to an ever-enlarging brain, with its consequent abilities to collaborate,
communicate, and develop better tools and weapons. It also favoured monogamy and
reinforced the production of only one baby at a time (though this had begun in the
trees, where the baby had to be carried hanging on to its mother). Monogamy meant
that mutual trust and support developed, and the males could go off together hunting, whereas the ‘alpha male’ of an ape colony would not have risked leaving his
harem. Finally, in positive feedback on the other operative factors, the higher calorific
density of meat would assist in energizing the highly-demanding large brain. So
it was that creatures embodying such interacting adaptations survived better than
their rivals.
The result of such competitive influences shows in the fossil record as the first
hominid with ‘man’ in its Latin title: Homo habilis, the ‘handy man’, from about 2 Myr
ago, went beyond using appropriately-shaped stones as tools by shaping the stones
found into better ones. Quite soon after habilis, however, came Homo erectus, ‘upright
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man’, who had at least as much skill together with more bipedal athleticism and a
stature comparable to that of modern humans. The earliest fossils of H. erectus have
been dated at about 1.7 Myr.

Running
We have noted that foot-bones tally with the position of the foramen in indicating the
upright posture from which H. erectus has been named. Berrill had some comments on
this point which are still interesting:
‘The great apes that share the present with us [chimpanzee, gorilla and orang-utan] all
have legs . . . too short for fully effective walking. . . . In the[se] three large apes the tarsal
bones of the foot, those numerous small bones which lie behind the metatarsals and form
the instep, have undergone a conspicuous shortening. The shortening appears to be the
direct result of weight of a large animal . . . completely adapted for arboreal life. In this
kind of foot the body weight is thrown onto the front tarsal bones and in order to carry
it better the bones have become compressed, in effect almost as if they had been crushed!
The interesting point is that the gibbon foot does not show this and neither does ours;
and the conclusion drawn is that our early ancestors must have abandoned the trees and
taken up bipedal locomotion exclusively at a stage when they were no larger or heavier
than the modern gibbon, and that they increased in bulk after they had assumed a truly
erect posture, using the heel for support of the body weight and thus relieving the tarsal
bones. It is certainly a far-reaching conclusion to put on to a few bones, but nevertheless
it may be true. And it suggests that the gorilla, for instance, which as an adult is almost
as fully grounded as we are, has left its elevated abode too late to make a satisfactory job
of the necessary transformations.’
(Berrill 1955, p 54–55)

Berrill actually suggested that humanoids and gibbons left the trees at about
the same period, and indeed might have had a common stem. This is at odds
with more recent thought. But that we came down to earth at rather similar weights
is all his evidence actually indicates, and this remains a tenable proposition: the
Australopithecines from whom we have descended were barely more than half our
height, and so something like 1/3 our weight, which is probably light enough to
support his proposition. On adjacent pages Berrill reflected further on ‘the supporting
heel and the sprinting foot’, thus:
‘Running for your life . . . . is more than a pair of spring-like feet with bones all aligned
in the direction of travel. An ape scampers, a man does not. He runs with great extension
of his legs, finishing each stride with a real drive; and in modern man the muscle which
finishes swinging back the thigh in this final thrust is the powerful and massive buttock.
All the swelling curves of thighs and calves that give such pleasure to the human eye are
the products of a desperate existence, of a need to run like the wind at times or else fail
to run at all. Buttocks and broad pelvic bones swung into serviceable position mark us
off from other creatures as strikingly as any other features we possess. The way a man
walks is the way only a man walks . . . . Carrying the body load poised alternately on the
top of one thigh bone [then] the other has required a lot of practice!’
(Berrill 1955, p 56-57)
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The frequency of low back pain and the liability to knee-damage in modern
humans are indications that the skeletal adaptations involved in becoming upright
have not come easily; but life offers few gains which exact no cost.
Writing 50 years after Berrill, Bramble & Lieberman (2004) have taken his kind of
argument forward, in particular using more advanced biomechanics, to contend that
it was in distance running, not sprinting, that early humans stood out most notably.
Other primates can occasionally sprint for short distances at speeds similar to ours,
but no other primates (and only a minority of other mammals) can run continuously
over long distances. If scaled to body mass, our speeds even compare favourably with
those of horses in their equivalent gait, trotting – a biped has no way of galloping so
comparison with that quadruped speed would not be helpful. ‘Human legs have
many long spring-like tendons connected to short muscle fascicles that can generate
force economically’ during running, but give little benefit in walking, which is
essentially stiff-legged. (If the idea of energy return from tendon elasticity is
unfamiliar, a particularly lucid source is Alexander (1988).) Bramble & Lieberman
point out that this feature sits uncomfortably with the interpretation put by many
researchers on the evolution of an essentially human body shape as having enhanced
walking performance in open habitats.
Like Berrill, the two recent authors also give detailed consideration to the
anatomy of feet, but here too their emphasis is on endurance running more than on
sprinting. And they give weight also to hominid leg length, which benefits both
modes of progression, noting that ‘Long legs relative to body mass, typical of most
specialized cursors, first appear unequivocally in hominids 1.8 Myr ago with
H. erectus, whose relative leg length . . . is possibly up to 50% greater than in
Australopithecus . . .’. Other features of the human skeleton suited to distance running
(Fig. 1.3) are the greater space between rib-cage and pelvis than in other primates,
which favours flexibility, and the broader shoulders, which enhance the ability even
of quite light arms to provide counterforces to the leg movements during running.
Like Berrill, Bramble & Lieberman place emphasis on the buttock muscle, gluteus
maximus, ‘whose increased size is among the most distinctive of all human features’,
and which ‘is strongly recruited in running at all speeds but not in walking on level
surfaces’. Among other features seeming to point to endurance running in hot
climates as a significant selective challenge in human evolution, Bramble & Lieberman
note our almost hairless skin and highly developed sweat glands, which can produce
more sweat per unit surface than those of any other mammalian species. Unlike apes
we also breath through our mouths during major exertion, which enhances heat-loss
from the lungs. Overall, as Cordain et al (1998) also note, our maximum rate of heat
dissipation is five times that of the hairy primates. This capacity is rarely fully utilized
in walking, but is essential for running long distances in hot climates. After reading
Chapter 3, you may wonder whether the histo- and biochemical properties of our
muscles also differ from those of contemporary great apes in the respects which would
show us to be the better endurance performers. At the time of writing this question
does not seem to have been answered with sufficient precision, but one hopes it soon
will be.
Before leaving the theme of human athletic capabilities let us recognize that,
whether or not we are notable for even one specialized ability, we are unrivalled
in versatility. The diversity of our sports is a reflection not only of our mental but
our physical multi-competence. Imagine a horse attempting archery, a seal squash,
a lion swimming, or an elephant gymnastics – and then ask any of them to climb
a tree!
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Figure 1.3 Anatomical comparisons of modern human (A, C) with chimpanzee (B, D), Homo
erectus (E) and Australopithecus afarensis (F). Human features beneficial to endurance running
include long, straight legs, flexible waist, broad shoulders, free-moving neck, large buttocks
with broad, strong gluteal muscles, and long, resilient Achilles tendon. Contrasting chimpanzee
features are bent legs, massive pelvis restricting waist movement, very long arms yet narrower
shoulders, short neck, narrower buttocks and short Achilles tendon. H. erectus closely resembles
the modern human in these respects, whereas Australopithecus has still much in common with
the chimpanzee. After Bramble & Lieberman (2004).
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